Pinning characteristics of domain wall in giant magnetoresistance spin valve stripe, consisting of a nano-wire and a circular ring.
We investigated a technique for proving the pinning behaviors of a domain wall (DW) in spin-valve stripes with artificial configurations, which consist of a nano-wire, a large pad and sharp tip at the ends of the wire, and a circular ring at the center. It was found from the GMR measurement at various positions that a DW was pinned at a ring during DW's propagation from the side of pad to the side of tip. Micromagnetic simulation revealed that the initial onion magnetic states of the ring changes continuously to final reverse onion state via counterclockwise vortex state when a counterclockwise tail-to-tail DW pass through the ring. In addition, the simulation results indicated that the magnetic states at a circular ring were determined by the type and chirality of DW. We also studied the characteristics of domain wall motion in the same configuration, when the nano-ring was replaced with square and diamond structures.